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R&S®NRPM 
Over-the-Air (OTA) Power 
Measurement Solution
For 5G, WLAN IEEE 802.11ad 
and IEEE 802.11ay

year
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The R&S®NRPM OTA power measurement solution 
is designed to calibrate the transmit antenna output 
power and test the beamforming function over the 
air.

R&S®NRPM 
Over-the-Air (OTA) 
Power Measurement 
Solution
At a glance

The R&S®NRPM OTA power measurement solution is ideal 
for these measurements. It supports the frequency range 
from 18 GHz to 90 GHz, covering the 5G frequency band 
between 24.5 GHz and 43.5 GHz, as well as the future 
planned 5G frequency band above 60 GHz, the 57 GHz to 
66 GHz band defined for WLAN IEEE 802.11ad and fre-
quencies above 66 GHz for WLAN IEEE 802.11ay.

The fully calibrated R&S®NRPM antenna modules, a  Vivaldi 
antenna with an integrated diode detector, measure the 
power directly at the receive antenna. The number of an-
tenna modules can be selected to scale the system to 
meet different test requirements. The economical base 
configuration with one antenna module measures the 
power of the incident wave from the DUT to the antenna 
module. More antenna modules can be added to test the 
beamforming function. 

Key facts
 ❙ OTA power measurement solution
 ❙ For 5G, WLAN IEEE 802.11ad and IEEE 802.11ay
 ❙ Frequency range from 18 GHz to 90 GHz
 ❙ Ideal for beamforming tests
 ❙ Fully calibrated antenna module with integrated diode 
detector

 ❙ Scalable to customer requirements
 ❙ Fits perfectly into Rohde & Schwarz shielded RF test box

5G, WLAN IEEE 802.11ad and IEEE 802.11ay will use 
higher carrier frequencies and higher signal bandwidths 
in order to achieve very high data rates. This requires the 
use of phased array antennas in wireless devices and base 
stations. These antennas use beamforming to control the 
direction of radiation of the transmit antenna, thus maxi-
mizing the power level at the receiver. 

Free-space propagation loss and diffraction loss increase 
when data is transmitted at high frequencies. To counter-
act these physical effects and nevertheless achieve the 
desired data rates, beamforming is used to optimally di-
rect the phased array antenna beam. Since this antenna 
(DUT) features high integration density and has no RF con-
nectors, it is not possible to access its transmit signal via 
cable. The DUT transmit power is measured over the air 
during the production of wireless devices, base stations 
and RF modules. The antenna beamforming performance 
must also be verified; this is done using antennas that are 
spatially distributed.

R&S®NRPM OTA power measurement solution with R&S®NRPM-A90D 

dual-polarized antenna module for use with a shielded RF test box
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Test applications
 ❙ General OTA power calibration
 ❙ System calibration for OTA receiver tests
 ❙ TX antenna gain calibration
 ❙ TX beamforming verification
 ▷ page 9

Benefits and key features
 ❙ Very high sensitivity
 ❙ Fully calibrated system with specified system uncertainty
 ❙ Low-reflection antenna module
 ▷ page 4

Solution components
 ❙ Single-polarized antenna module
 ❙ Dual-polarized antenna module
 ❙ Filtered cable feedthrough
 ❙ Interface module for benchtop application
 ❙ Three-channel sensor module
 ❙ Measuring and monitoring with R&S®Power Viewer Plus 
software

 ❙ Scalable to customer requirements 
 ❙ Compact test setup with R&S®TS7124 shielded 
RF test box
 ▷ page 5
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Very high sensitivity
At high frequencies, OTA power measurements capture 
very low power levels due to strong free-space propaga-
tion losses. The R&S®NRPM OTA power measurement 
solution therefore uses a highly sensitive diode detector, 
which is integrated directly on the antenna, for power 
measurement. An additional RF cable, which would fur-
ther attenuate the signal to be measured, is not neces-
sary. The R&S®NRPM-A90 and R&S®NRPM-A90D antenna 
modules are therefore able to measure power down to 
–76 dBm. For example, a DUT with a transmit power of 
–10 dBm can be positioned at a distance of 1 m, and the 
received power at the antenna module can still be deter-
mined precisely.

Fully calibrated system with specified system 
uncertainty
With conventional OTA measuring systems, a large part 
of the measurement uncertainty comes from frequency-
dependent antenna gain and antenna pattern and from the 
use of mismatched RF components. By measuring power 
directly at the antenna, the R&S®NRPM OTA power mea-
surement solution avoids this problem because it does 
not need any additional RF components. Moreover, the 
antenna gain, the antenna pattern and the diode detector 
are calibrated together. The phase center is also measured 
precisely. This is the only possible way to specify the mea-
surement accuracy for the entire system. Complicated sys-
tem calibration by the user is not necessary.

Low-reflection antenna module
The R&S®NRPM-A90 and R&S®NRPM-A90D antenna mod-
ules have a very low radar cross section, which is about 
10 dB below the value of a horn antenna with comparable 
gain. This makes them ideally suited for use in a shielded 
environment, due to the virtual absence of reflections.

Benefits and 
key features
A conventional setup for OTA power measurement con-
sists of many different components: horn antennas, 
waveguide-to-coax adapters, RF cables and power sen-
sors. When all these components are joined together in a 
measuring system, system properties such as the lower 
test limit and measurement accuracy are affected by mis-
matches, attenuation losses, reflections and frequency-
dependent antenna gain.

The R&S®NRPM OTA power measurement solution offers 
considerable advantages compared with a conventional 
setup, mainly due to the antenna module. For instance, 
the antenna module consists of a low-reflection antenna 
and a diode detector integrated directly on the antenna for 
power measurement. Additional RF components and RF 
cables are not needed. The antenna module is fully cali-
brated over the entire frequency and signal level range, 
eliminating many potential problems for users. Unlike horn 
antennas which only cover a limited frequency range, the 
antenna module is extremely wideband, allowing the en-
tire 5G spectrum (for example) from 24.5 GHz to 43.5 GHz 
to be covered with just one setup.

Measured quantities
 ❙ Equivalent isotropically received power PISO  
in W or dBm

 ❙ Power density S in W/m2

 ❙ Electric field strength Eeff in V/m
 ❙ Magnetic field strength Heff in A/m
 ❙ Power at the internal RF detector in W or dBm
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Single-polarized antenna module
The R&S®NRPM-A90 is a low-reflection, single-polarized 
Vivaldi antenna with an integrated diode detector for pow-
er measurements. The unique antenna module measures 
the power directly at the antenna. There is no need for ex-
tra RF cables. Unlike conventional systems, there is no ca-
ble loss to be compensated between the antenna and the 
power sensor. This significantly simplifies measurements.

To ensure accurate transmit power measurements, the 
frequency response of the antenna module is determined 
during production, and the correction values are stored 
in the antenna module. This data is used during measure-
ments to correct the frequency response, making it pos-
sible to measure absolute power with high accuracy. The 
power sensor’s high linearity even allows relative power to 
be measured with an uncertainty of < 0.1 dB.

Dual-polarized antenna module
The R&S®NRPM-A90D consists of two low-reflection, 
single-polarized Vivaldi antennas with an integrated diode 
detector, precisely arranged at a right angle. The reference 
boresight is in the geometric center of the antenna mod-
ule. This allows measurement in both polarization direc-
tions. Consisting of two antennas, this antenna module 
uses two separate measurement channels.

Filtered cable feedthrough
The R&S®NRPM-ZD3 filtered cable feedthrough combines 
up to three antenna modules to one connector. From the 
cable feedthrough, three independent antenna measure-
ments are taken to the R&S®NRPM3 sensor module via 
the R&S®NRPM-ZKD3 interface cable. The filtered cable 
feedthrough was developed for use with a shielded RF test 
box, e.g. R&S®TS7124.

Solution 
components

R&S®NRPM-A90 single-polarized antenna 

module

R&S®NRPM-ZD3 filtered cable feedthrough for a 

shielded RF test box

R&S®NRPM-A90D dual-polarized antenna module

Components of the R&S®NRPM OTA power 
 measurement solution
 ❙ R&S®NRPM-A90 single-polarized antenna module
 ❙ R&S®NRPM-A90D dual-polarized antenna module
 ❙ R&S®NRPM-ZD3 filtered cable feedthrough for 
shielded RF test box

 ❙ R&S®NRPM-Z3 interface module for  
benchtop application

 ❙ R&S®NRPM3 three-channel sensor module

Monitoring and operation can be performed by con-
necting the R&S®NRPM3 sensor module to a laptop/
PC via R&S®NRP-ZKU USB  interface cable (available as 
accessories).
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Interface module for benchtop application
For operation without a shielded RF test box, an 
R&S®NRPM-Z3  interface module is used. To avoid addi-
tional cables, the R&S®NRPM-Z3 is directly plugged onto 
the R&S®NRPM3 three-channel sensor module and can 
host up to three R&S®NRPM-A90 antenna modules.

Three-channel sensor module
The R&S®NRPM3 three-channel sensor module processes 
the measured values from up to three antenna modules in 
three separate channels. If more than three antenna mod-
ules are needed, more sensor modules can be added. The 
R&S®NRPM3 is connected to a control PC by means of an 
R&S®NRP-ZKU USB interface cable.

R&S®NRPM3 three-channel sensor module

R&S®NRP-Z3 interface module plugged onto the R&S®NRM3 three-channel sensor module

R&S®NRP-Z3 three-channel interface module
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¸NRPM3 
three-channel sensor module

R&S®NRP-ZKU

¸NRPM-ZD3 
filtered cable feedthrough

R&S®NRPM-ZKD3

Monitoring PC

¸NRPM-A90 
single-polarized antenna modules
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Test setup with three antenna modules

Trace measurement with R&S®Power Viewer Plus

Measuring and monitoring with 
R&S®Power Viewer Plus software
The free-of-charge R&S®Power Viewer Plus software runs 
on a laptop/PC and performs continuous average power 
measurements or trace measurements for each antenna 
module. The software supports up to four sensor modules 
and displays the results for up to twelve R&S®NRPM-A90 
or six R&S®NRPM-A90D antenna modules simultaneously. 

Scalable to customer requirements
The R&S®NRPM OTA power measurement solution is scal-
able and configurable, enabling customers to tailor their 
setups as required for the test application and the DUT. 
The system configuration depends on the required number 
of antenna modules. Measurement results can be easily 
queried and processed using remote commands.
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Flexible mounting and alignment options
In the R&S®TS7124, the antennas can be mounted and po-
sitioned on an integrated antenna ring (half or full) specifi-
cally designed for that purpose. Wall mounting using an 
antenna holder is also possible.

A 45° adapter for lateral antenna tilts additionally allows 
flexible antenna alignment in a wide variety of directions.

All holders and adapters are made from non-reflective 
material:
 ❙ R&S®TS-F24-AH1 half antenna ring, 1525.8887.02
 ❙ R&S®TS-F24-AR full antenna ring, 1525.8906.02
 ❙ R&S®TS-F24-AH2 antenna holder, 1525.8893.02
 ❙ R&S®TS-F2X-VH4 45° adapter, 1525.8758.02

Compact test setup with R&S®TS7124 shielded 
RF test box
In a radiated power test setup, shielded boxes are es-
sential for reliable measurements. The R&S®NRPM OTA 
power measurement solution in combination with the 
R&S®TS7124 shielded RF test box delivers measurements 
with a high degree of reproducibility in a very compact 
setup, whether in the lab or in production.

The antenna supporting ring inside the shielded RF test 
box offers a high degree of flexibility to position and align 
the antennas as required for a specific application. The 
R&S®TS7124 can be integrated into a 19" rack. Its rugged 
design ensures a long service life. Manual and automatic 
versions of the R&S®TS7124 are available.

R&S®TS7124 shielded RF test box
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General OTA power calibration 
The R&S®NRPM OTA power measurement solution in 
its basic configuration with one R&S®NRPM-A90 single- 
polarized antenna module or one R&S®NRPM-A90D dual-
polarized antenna module measures power directly at the 
receive antenna. This measurement can be used to cali-
brate the absolute transmit power of the DUT.

System calibration for OTA receiver tests
To test the receiver of the DUT, it is necessary to know the 
exact power at the DUT’s position. To calibrate this mea-
surement setup, the R&S®NRPM-A90 antenna module is 
positioned at the position of the DUT to calibrate the trans-
mit power of the signal generator. The calibration is done 
with an R&S®NRPM-A90/-A90D antenna module, which is 
then replaced by the DUT. The exact receive power at the 
DUT’s position is then known.

TX antenna gain calibration
When using phased array antennas, it is not only neces-
sary to calibrate the antenna beam direction but also to 
calibrate the antenna gain. Both tasks are covered by mea-
suring the TX power with the R&S®NRPM-A90/-A90D an-
tenna module while adjusting the phased array antenna.

TX beamforming verification
Multiple R&S®NRPM-A90/-A90D antenna modules are 
needed to test the beamforming function. If the antenna 
beam is directed at a specific antenna module, this mod-
ule shows the highest average power of all antennas. 
Three antenna modules – arranged in a plane – are used 
to verify whether steering of the antenna beam in the hori-
zontal plane functions properly. To additionally test the 
vertical beamforming function, the R&S®NRPM-A90/-A90D 
antenna modules must be arranged in at least two hori-
zontal planes. 

Test applications

General OTA power calibration

TX beamforming verification

System calibration for OTA receiver tests
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Recommended configurations
Type Designation Order No. OTA power 

calibration 1)

TX beamforming 
verification
With 3 antenna 
modules

With 4 antenna 
modules

Single-polarized

Shielded chamber R&S®NRPM-A90 single-polarized antenna module 1426.7760.02 1 3 4

R&S®NRPM-ZD3 feedthrough module 1425.8786.02 1 1 2

R&S®NRPM-ZKD3 interface cable 1425.8770.02 1 1 2

R&S®NRPM3 sensor module 1425.8563.02 1 1 2

R&S®NRP-ZKU USB power sensor cable, length: 1.5 m 1419.0658.03 1 1 2

Benchtop R&S®NRPM-A90 single-polarized antenna module 1426.7760.02 1 3 4

R&S®NRPM-Z3 interface module 1426.7602.02 1 1 2

R&S®NRPM3 sensor module 1425.8563.02 1 1 2

R&S®NRP-ZKU USB power sensor cable, length: 1.5 m 1419.0658.03 1 1 2

Dual-polarized

Shielded chamber R&S®NRPM-A90D dual-polarized antenna module 1426.7777.02 1 3 4

R&S®NRPM-ZD3 feedthrough module 1425.8786.02 1 2 3

R&S®NRPM-ZKD3 interface cable 1425.8770.02 1 2 3

R&S®NRPM3 sensor module 1425.8563.02 1 2 3

R&S®NRP-ZKU USB power sensor cable, length: 1.5 m 1419.0658.03 1 2 3

Benchtop R&S®NRPM-A90D dual-polarized antenna module 1426.7777.02 1 3 4

R&S®NRPM-Z3 interface module 1426.7602.02 1 2 3

R&S®NRPM3 sensor module 1425.8563.02 1 2 3

R&S®NRP-ZKU USB power sensor cable, length: 1.5 m 1419.0658.03 1 2 3

1) OTA power calibration 
– System calibration for OTA receiver tests 
– TX antenna gain calibration

Specifications in brief
Specifications in brief
R&S®NRPM-A90 single-polarized antenna

Frequency range 18 GHz to 90 GHz

Power measurement range (frequency 
dependant)

continuous average –76 dBm to –19 dBm

trace –63 dBm to –19 dBm

Rise/fall time 2.2 μs

Video bandwidth 220 kHz

Measurement uncertainty

18 GHz to 24 GHz absolute 0.68 dB to 0.81 dB

relative 0.05 dB to 0.09 dB

> 24 GHz to 35 GHz absolute 0.49 dB to 0.66 dB

relative 0.05 dB to 0.09 dB

> 35 GHz to 57 GHz absolute 0.50 dB to 0.72 dB

relative 0.05 dB to 0.09 dB

> 57 GHz to 71 GHz absolute 0.58 dB to 0.83 dB

relative 0.05 dB to 0.09 dB

> 71 GHz to 81 GHz absolute 0.61 dB to 0.91 dB

relative 0.05 dB to 0.09 dB

> 81 GHz to 90 GHz absolute 0.69 dB to 0.97 dB

relative 0.05 dB to 0.09 dB
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Specifications in brief
R&S®NRPM-A90D dual-polarized antenna

Frequency range 18 GHz to 90 GHz

Power measurement range (frequency 
dependant)

continuous average –76 dBm to –19 dBm

trace –63 dBm to –19 dBm

Rise/fall time 2.2 μs

Video bandwidth 220 kHz

Measurement uncertainty (measurement distance 1 m)

18 GHz to 24 GHz absolute 0.73 dB to 0.85 dB

relative 0.05 dB to 0.09 dB

> 24 GHz to 35 GHz absolute 0.55 dB to 0.71 dB

relative 0.05 dB to 0.09 dB

> 35 GHz to 57 GHz absolute 0.59 dB to 0.78 dB

relative 0.05 dB to 0.09 dB

> 57 GHz to 71 GHz absolute 0.68 dB to 0.90 dB

relative 0.05 dB to 0.09 dB

> 71 GHz to 81 GHz absolute 0.72 dB to 0.99 dB

relative 0.05 dB to 0.09 dB

> 81 GHz to 90 GHz absolute 0.87 dB to 1.10 dB

relative 0.05 dB to 0.09 dB

Ordering information
Designation Type Order No.
Three-channel sensor module, for R&S®NRPM-A90/-A90D antenna 
modules

R&S®NRPM3 1425.8563.02

Single-polarized antenna module, with integrated diode detector from 
18 GHz to 90 GHz

R&S®NRPM-A90 1426.7760.02

Dual-polarized antenna module, with integrated diode detector from 
18 GHz to 90 GHz

R&S®NRPM-A90D 1426.7777.02

Accessories

Filtered cable feedthrough, for anechoic chamber 
(e.g. R&S®TS7124 shielded RF test box)

R&S®NRPM-ZD3 1425.8786.02

Interface cable, connecting R&S®NRPM-ZD3 filtered cable feedthrough 
with R&S®NRPM3 sensor module

R&S®NRPM-ZKD3 1425.8770.02

Interface module, for operation without anechoic chamber R&S®NRPM-Z3 1426.7602.02

USB interface cable, length: 0.75 m R&S®NRP-ZKU 1419.0658.02

USB interface cable, length: 1.50 m R&S®NRP-ZKU 1419.0658.03

USB interface cable, length: 3.00 m R&S®NRP-ZKU 1419.0658.04

USB interface cable, length: 5.00 m R&S®NRP-ZKU 1419.0658.05

Six-pole interface cable, length: 1.50 m R&S®NRP-ZK6 1419.0664.02

Six-pole interface cable, length: 3.00 m R&S®NRP-ZK6 1419.0664.03

Six-pole interface cable, length: 5.00 m R&S®NRP-ZK6 1419.0664.04

Trigger cable to synchronize two R&S®NRPM3 sensor modules, 
SMB to SMB, length: 0.75 m

R&S®NRPM-ZKT 1425.8857.02

Sensor hub, R&S®NRPM-ZKT R&S®NRP-Z5 1146.7740.02

Warranty
R&S®NRPM3, R&S®NRPM-A90, R&S®NRPM-A90D 3 years

All other items 1 year

Options

Extended warranty, one year R&S®WE1 Please contact your local 
 Rohde & Schwarz sales office.Extended warranty, two years R&S®WE2

Extended warranty with calibration coverage, one year R&S®CW1

Extended warranty with calibration coverage, two years R&S®CW2
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Service that adds value
❙ Worldwide  
❙ Local and personalized
❙ Customized and flexible
❙ Uncompromising quality 
❙ Long-term dependability  
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Sustainable product design
 ❙ Environmental compatibility and eco-footprint
 ❙ Energy efficiency and low emissions
 ❙ Longevity and optimized total cost of ownership

Certified Environmental Management

ISO 14001
Certified Quality Management

ISO 9001

Regional contact
 ❙ Europe, Africa, Middle East | +49 89 4129 12345 
customersupport@rohde-schwarz.com

 ❙ North America | 1 888 TEST RSA (1 888 837 87 72) 
customer.support@rsa.rohde-schwarz.com

 ❙ Latin America | +1 410 910 79 88 
customersupport.la@rohde-schwarz.com

 ❙ Asia Pacific | +65 65 13 04 88 
customersupport.asia@rohde-schwarz.com

 ❙ China | +86 800 810 82 28 | +86 400 650 58 96 
customersupport.china@rohde-schwarz.com

Rohde & Schwarz
The Rohde & Schwarz electronics group offers innovative 
solutions in the following business fields: test and mea-
surement, broadcast and media, secure communications, 
cybersecurity, monitoring and network testing. Founded 
more than 80 years ago, the independent company which 
is headquartered in Munich, Germany, has an extensive 
sales and service network with locations in more than 
70 countries.

www.rohde-schwarz.com

Rohde & Schwarz training
www.training.rohde-schwarz.com

3607468712
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